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ABSTRACT
A new type o f rockbolting system, the self drilling rockbolt, has been studied in 
order to develop a "single pass" bolt fo r  use in rockbolt installation in 
underground engineering. This single pass bolt is to form the basis o f a Rapid 
Face Bolting (selfdrilling bolt) system which will reduce the amount o f time spent 
in securing the roof during the operation of a continuous miner in the development 
o f a panel.
The research consists o f two parts. Part one: simulation tests in the laboratory. 
Part two: finite element calculations.
In part one, the research approach includes rockbolt anchorage tests and 
installation efficiency tests performed in the laboratory. The anchorage tests 
include both failure tests as well as load - displacement tests preformed on the 
self drilling rockbolt and the conventional resin anchorage bolt. The test results of 
both types o f bolt tests have been compared. The anchorage tests, using four 
types o f grout (cement, resin, gypsum and plaster), were performed to investigate 
the performance characteristics of rockbolts at different times with different types 
o f grout. A series of tests were conducted in the laboratory, to determine the shear 
performance of the bolt material.
In part two, the performance characteristics o f the self drilling rockbolt have been 
studied by the finite element method. In the finite element analysis, two 
dimensional elements have been used which assume linear elastic deformation of 
all material, including the rock mass, bolt and grout.
From above work and the comparison o f results, it is found that the self drilling 
rockbolt has more significant advantages than the resin anchorage bolt in bearing 
capacity, installation effectiveness, and axial stiffness. The shear test results o f 
two type o f bolt (with and without core) indicate that no significant advantage is 
obtained though retention of the core in the centre of the single pass tubular bolt.
According to the results o f the finite element analysis, it is indicated that a larger 
bolt cannot increase the support capacity of a bolt for the surrounding rock mass. 
The stress contours indicate that the stress distribution in the finite element 
structure is concentrated within the grout and bolt, indicating that the bearing 
capacity o f the bolt in the medium hard or hard rock mass depends on the adhesive 
strength of the surface between the bolt and grout.
To sum up, the behaviour of the self drilling rockbolt, which has been examined in 
laboratory tests and finite element calculations, indicates that the overall advantage 
o f the system lies in the reduction of the number o f operations required to install 
the bolt. This reduction provides a time saving and a safety advantage in leaving 
the roof o f the tunnel unsupported for the minimum possible time.




1.1 THE PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Rock bolts are used in underground coal mines almost as the principal means of 
roof support. They are also widely used in underground metalliferous mines and 
in civil engineering projects.
Traditional rockbolting practice covers, not only mechanically anchored rockbolts 
and grouted rockbolts, but also resin rockbolts and friction anchored rockbolts. 
Two basic steps are required: firstly, the development o f the borehole, and 
secondly, insertion o f the “bolt”. One of the requirements of a tunnelling 
construction method is that it be convenient and rapid. Especially, the 
development of tunnelling machines and the increase in driving depth combine to 
create a need to accelerate the driving speed -- it is necessary that a rapid, 
convenient and effective installation method of rockbolt should be studied.
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In order to suit the development of mining industry technology and mining 
machines, the Rapid Face Bolt project has been sponsored through the Mining 
Research Centre at the University of Wollongong, funded by local coal mines and 
companies. The project started in 1987, and is targetted at improving tunnelling 
rates underground through the reduction in time required to conduct rock bolting 
installation.
The rapid face bolting project has been established to develop a “single pass” 
rockbolt. The bolt will be used for rockbolt installation in surface and 
underground excavations. The single pass bolt is to form the comer stone of a 
rapid face bolting system, that is, the selfdrilling rockbolt, which will reduce the 
amount of time spent in securing the roof during the operation o f a continuous 
miner development panel and for the whole procedure in mine construction.
Until now, the analysis of these features in the installation of rockbolts and many 
commercially available bit tests has been carried out, and the detailed information 
on some of the possible drill /  bolt configurations for consideration have been 
presented. The system includes:
1. Two piece bolts with mechanical anchorage cylindrical bolts.
2. Mechanical anchored self drilling bolts with additional chemical anchorage.
3. Water jet drilling bolts.
4. Longer than seam height cable self - drilling bolts.
5. Non - circular self - drilling bolts.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show the components of the self drilling rock bolting system: 
Tube bolt with the bit and rock core. The bolt is drilled into the rock mass, and
3 0009 02909 5606
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during this time the grout is pumped into the borehole from the inside o f the 
tubular bolt. The grout hardens in the hole, forming a bond with the bolt and the 
rock core along the length of the bolt.
1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS
The objective o f the thesis is to study the anchorage performance of selfdrilling 
rockbolts.Simulated pull-out tests o f traditional rockbolts and selfdrilling 
rockbolts will be carried out in the laboratory and the experimental results will be 
compared. The finite element method will be used so as to analyse the distribution 
of the stress and displacement on the bolt under the load.
The thesis is in three parts. Part one (1): experiment description, describes the 
experimental method, process, and experimental results. Part two (2): the results 
derived from the finite element method, associated with the computer 
program,Strand 5. The results of the calculations will be presented. Part three (3): 
correlates the results o f the experimental work and finite element method 
analyses. The conclusions and recommendations will be presented on the 
characteristic performance of the selfdrilling rockbolt.
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Fig. 1.1 Tubular Bolt with bit
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Fig. 1.2 Rock Core
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Steel Bolt
Roof Rock (& Core)
B U M  Grout
Fig. 1.3 Installed Selfdrilling Bolt in Rock Mass
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Support in mine and underground engineering works is a basic requirement for 
construction -- the first step toward effective roof control. Rock bolting proves 
an economical and efficient method o f support, and has been widely used in the 
mining and civil engineering field.
The term rock bolting is taken generally to indicate any form of support that is 
inserted to enhance the rock’s stiffness and strength, particularly in supporting 
tensile and shear loads. This support serves the rock mass itself. A rockbolt can 
be used either as a temporary or a permanent rock mass support.
2.2 HISTORY OF ROCKBOLTING
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Rockbolts were used as early as 1918 in the mines o f upper Silesia (now in 
Poland)By the 1920s and 1930s rockbolts were being used in several 
underground mines in the United States where , by 1952, annual consumption 
had reached 25 million bolts.
Rockbolting very largely replaced timber, made the excavations safer, released 
space previously obstructed by timber, and gave improved ventilation (Hobest & 
Zajic, 1983).Today, about 120 million rockbolts are installed annually in U.S. 
mines, and over 90% of underground coal production is mined under a bolted 
roof (Bieniawski, 1984).
In P. R. China, since 1956, rockbolts have been used in mining and rock 
engineering, considerable construction experience with rockbolt had been 
acquired. Up to the present time the total length of openings using rockbolts is 
estimated to be increased by some 1500 kilometres every year, and the annual 
consumption o f rockbolts is estimated to be about 7.5 million (Liu Baoshen & 
Huang Jinshow, 1983).
Coal mines were the first mines to use rock bolting in China. Initially the rock 
bolts were made o f precompressed wood rods, then split wedge steel bolts, and 
currently fully cement - grouted bolts and resin bolts were used.
Resin anchorage bolts were introduced in 1974, and were studied and used by 
the Central Coal Mining Research Institute, where good results were obtained. 
Up to October 1976 there were more than 5 kilometres of openings supported 
by resin bolts in the coal mines. About 33,200 resin bolts had been installed at 
that time.
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When resin anchoring agents M - 801 are used, the bolts can usually be 
anchored in 5 - 10 minutes. An hour later, the anchoring force can reach 6 
tonnes for common steel bars o f 18 - 20 mm in diameter. Such resin bolts have 
won wide acceptance as coal roof supports as well as opening supports, because 
o f their advantages, such as speed o f installation, safety, and convenient 
operation. Therefore, up to 1982 the number of coal mines using this support 
system reached up to 20; 900, 000 resin bolts had been installed, and the total 
length o f support opening had reached 63 kilometres.
At present the length of the openings supported by rockbolt - shotcrete would 
be increased more than 2000 kilometres in coal mines every year in China. This 
figure is 50% of the total roadway length. For instance, in five years from 1976 
to 1981, the opening o f rockbolt - shotcrete reached more than 6000 kilometres 
being 80% o f stone openings.
It is has been mentioned in the literature that rock bolting was practised in some 
mines in the United States o f America before the turn of the century. The St 
Joseph Lead Company in the United States of America successfully applied 
rock bolting in the 1930's, and as a result of experience by the Consolidated 
Coal Co., Illinois, U .S.A , Conway (1948) described roof support with the 
suspension rods. A sa  direct result o f this paper experiments were conducted at 
Elrington Colliery, N.S.W. Australia, early in 1949 with the use of roof bolts as 
a means o f roof support (Gardner, 1971).
From these experiments full - scale bolting was introduced into Elrington 
Colliery in April 1950. The first equipment installed consisted o f pneumatic 
stopper to drill the roof bolt holes, drive the wedge hard home, and tighten the
nut.
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The first bolts used were 1 in. diameter, 7 ft 6 in. long, screwed 6 in. at one end 
split 9 in. at the other end. The steel used conformed to Australian Standards 
Specification A .S. A. 1/1940 and the bolts were manufactured in the colliery 
workshop. •
R oof bolting was given its first serious trials in the mines o f the National Coal 
Board in Great Britain during 1951, but it was not until 1952 that the 
possibilities o f the system were accepted. Since that time the extent o f rock 
bolting has increased enormously, and the range o f application has widened to 
faces, machine stables, roadheads and rippings and large excavations (Adcock 
and Wright, 1957).
The Broken H ill Proprietary Co. Limited began introducing roof bolts into its 
mines in 1951, both on the Northern and Southern Coalfields in New South 
W ales. During these early attempts a considerable amount o f experimentation 
was conducted with bolting patterns. Designs o f wedges were considered, as 
the shape and dimensions o f the wedge are important factors in determining the 
bearing pressure o f the anchor on the sides o f the hole.
The “split and wedge” anchor bolts were used in the United States o f America, 
and were the type o f anchor used by the Consolidated Coal Company in 1948. 
About this time the civil engineering profession began to investigate and use 
rock bolts in underground excavation work; they were used first by the Snowy 
Mountains Hydro — Electric Authority at the Guthega Project in 1952 (Gardner, 
1971).
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Research and development has been directed towards preventing as far as 
possible the separation o f bedded strata. In recent years there has been a 
continuing trend away from expansion units, and wedge bolts, to resin anchored 
bolts in Australia (Norris &Yearby, 1980). ‘
Change to resin bolting has been asisted by:
1. The need to provide support at the coal face immediately after extraction, thus 
minimising bed separation in the roof;
2. The ability to drill smaller holes economically due to Australian innovations 
in drill bit and portable drill leg designs;
3. Resin anchor capability;
4. Faster curing resin anchors, and
5. Noise pollution from percussive type machines.
With improved anchorage performance effort have been directed towards 
devising system s that utilise the properties o f the rockbolt to maximum 
advantage in roof reinforcement.
Since the introduction o f rockbolting systems in Australian coal mines, the use 
o f rockbolts has increased until, in 1970, 1.5 million were installed. This rapid 
growth o f roof bolting has meant that the range and variety o f roof bolting 
machines has altered also. The number o f machines now available, both to bore 
holes and place roof bolts, has increased to the point where both rotary and 
percussive machines are used extensively. In recent times the particular
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problem s o f  Australian coal m ining have necessitated the developm ent o f  
equipm ent primarily suitable to Australian conditions (Carthew and Balks, 
1970). F igures 2.1 to 2 .4  show  the rockbolting machines that have been 
developed by Australia. ’
In France, after a series o f  improvements were recommended, bolts quickly 
gained popularity, and consum ption rose from 600,000 bolt in 1953 to 2.1 
m illion  in 1956. N ow  that roadway have been cleared for the passage o f  
m achines, as no sets present, mechanisation is able to develop to a more 
advanced level (M ichel J.P.Dejean et al., 1983).
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Fig.2.1 Joy RBD Series Machine (After Carthew and Balks, 1971)
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Fig. 2.2 Fletcher DM Machine (After Carthew and Balks, 1971)
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Fig.2.3 Titan Twin Boom Mark 10 Roofbolter
(After Carthew and Balks, 1971)
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Fig.2.4 "Hootenanny" (After Carthew and Balks, 1971)
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2.3 VARIETIES AND INSTALLATION OF 
ROCKBOLTS
The present technique o f rock mass support by rock bolts is widely applied. In 
order to meet the very varied requirements caused by combinations o f geologic 
and rock mechanics conditions, size, tunnelling methods, safety traditional in 
civil or mining, and economic limits, a number of different rock bolt types have 
been developed — from the simple wedge bolt to fairly sophisticated prestressed 
anchors and cables.
Improvements in the chemistry o f multi - component “plastic “ cements ( epoxy 
or polyester resin ) in the late 1960’s led to the widespread adoption of 
pretensioned bolts using resin grouts for point anchoring, mid - length bonding 
or full length bonding (Blackwood and Binns, 1987).
N ow , a number o f different types o f rockbolts have been used world-wide. 
Many types o f rockbolt show only minor differences in their design and are 
variations o f the same concept. In view o f typical rockbolt systems, it is 
therefore possible to arrange the different types o f rockbolts in groups, 
according to the different anchoring techniques. The following groups of 
rockbolt are most widely used.
2.3.1 MECHANICALLY ANCHORED ROCKBOLTS
2.3.1.1 SLO T - AND - W ED G E BOLT
A typical slot and wedge bolt is shown in Fig.2.7. The bolt is made of malleable 
steel, 22 to 30 mm in diameter, and 0.5 to 2.5 m long. One of the bolts is slotted
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(150 mm long. 2.3 mm wide), and a wedge of 1/7 to 1/10 is placed and forced to 
enlarge the slot in place, as shown in Fig. 2.5c (Biron and Ariglu, 1982).
The hole for the bolt is drilled, usually 4 mm larger than the diameter of the bolt, 
and the bolt is then forced to enlarge by a pneumatic impact hammer.
Fig 2.5 Slot and Wedge Bolt (after Biron and Ariglu, 1982)
2.3.1.2 EXPANSION ROCKBOLT
The expansion shell anchored rockbolt, of standard or type, is the most usual 
form of mechanically anchored rockbolt ( Fig. 2.6 ) The expansion shell anchor
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operates basically in the same manner. A wedge attached to the bolt shank is 
pulled into the wall of the borehole.
As seen in Fig. 2.7, the nut S is turned by help of the wrench A, and the torque is 
read at G by tightening the expansion shell F over horizontally, squeezing into 
the rock.
Fig. 2.6 Expansion of Rockbolt (after Biron and Ariglu,1982)
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Fig. 2.7 Installation of Expansion Rockbolt (after Biron and Ariglu)
2.3.2 GROUTED ROCKBOLT
The most commonly used grouted rockbolt is the fully grouted rebar or threaded 
bar made of steel (Fig. 2.8). The grout (cement /  fíne sand / water) is used as the 
grouting agent. The threaded bar with cement grout can be used for untensioned 
bolts. Both systems are used for temporary as well as permanent support under 
various rock conditions.
2.3.3 RESIN ROCKBOLT
Difficulties in fixing bolts at their ends have led to anchoring bolts all their full 
lengths.Grouted bolts were successful but needed a long curing time. More 
over, there was a problem with bed separation. It was also difficult to make a 
suitable mixture. Therefore, some resins were developed that became hard and 
obtained mechanical properties in ten minutes (Biron and Ariglu, 1982).
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Resin bolting, as it is generally called, is relatively new. The components of the 
resin differ with different manufacturers, different percentages of components 
will have different strengths, gel time, and resistance to the environment. The 
rebar used with resin creates a system commonly used for tensioned rockbolts.
The installation steps for resin bolting are summarized in Fig. 2.9: drill the hole; 
insert the cartridges; insert the bolt through; turn the bolt to get thorough mixing, 
and apply thrust with the roof bolting machine for 20 - 30 seconds.
Fig. 2.8 Grouted Rockbolt (after Biron and Ariglu, 1982)
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Resin bolt installation procedures
a
Step 1 Drill a one-inch (1") 
diameter hole to the 
desired depth
Step 2 Insert resin cartridges 
into holes, insert plug 
to hold cartridges in 
hole.
Step 3 Push bolt through resin 
cartridges to hole back. 
Note: Do not keep 
plate tight against roof.




Step 5 Apply full machine 
thrust to bolt head. 
Hold for 20 -30  
seconds and release.
■’œ t
Step 6 Completed full-grouted 
resin-bolt installation.
Fig.2.9 Resin Rockbolt and Installation Procedures 
(After Biron and Ariglu, 1982)
2.3.4 FRICTION ANCHORED ROCKBOLT
Friction anchored rockbolts (Fig. 2.10) represent the most recent development in 
rockreinforcement techniques. Two friction anchored rockbolt types are 
available commercially, the Split set and the Swellex. For both types of rockbolt 
system, the frictional resistance to sliding of the rock on the steel (for the 
Swellex combined with mechanical interlock) is generated by a radial force 
against the borehole wall over the length of the bolt. The friction anchored 
rockbolts resemble mechanically anchored bolts in the sense that their 
installation and operation is unimpaired by wet rock conditions.
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Fig. 2.10 Friction Anchored Rockbolt (after Biron and Ariglu, 1982)
2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL ROCKBOLTS
After a brief historical survey of the introduction of rock bolting into mining 
and civil engineering, and of the conditions under which research was 
undertaken, the new types of rock bolting used in underground engineering are 
studied. For example, the selfdrilling rockbolt and wedge pipe bolt are new 
types. (Peng, 1986)
2.4.1 SELFDRILLING ROCKBOLT
In the installation of selfdrilling rockbolts, the procedure of extracting the drill 
rod and inserting the bolt is eliminated. This system not only reduces the dead
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time during rockbolt installation, but also reduces the exposure of the operators, 
thus increasing safety.
Three types o f selfdrilling rockbolts (Fig.2.11) that have been operated in 
laboratory conditions are:
I. The spring - actuated bolt;
II. The resin anchor bolt;
III. The slot - and - wedge bolt.
2.4.1.1 SPRING - ACTUATED SELFDRILLING ROCKBOLT
In the spring actuated bolt , an expansion shell rides on a spring, encircling a 
steel bar fitted with a conical shank and bit. During drilling, the expansion shell 
does not rotate but maintains contact with the hole wall. The spring allows the 
shell to “ jiggle” and override local irregularities without digging into the rock. 
At the required depth, the bolt is pulled, and the conical shank expands the shell 
against the hole wall to provide anchorage.
2.4.1.2 RESIN ANCHOR SELFDRILLING ROCKBOLT
The resin anchor rockbolt consists of a hollow perforated pipe fitted with a bit 
and spring steel wings that allow free rotation in one direction only. The pipe 
contains resin cartridges and is pinned with the rebar. After drilling, the pins are 
broken by punching the bar. The rotation direction is then reversed, and the 
wings hold the pipe stationary while the bar drives through the pipe and mixes 
and extrudes the resin . The bar drives through the pipe and rotates together in a 
manner to mix completely the resin.
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and extrudes the resin . The bar drives through the pipe and rotates together in a 
manner to mix completely the resin.
2.4.1.3 SLO T - AND - W E D G E  SELFDRILLING ROCKBOLT
In the slot - and - wedge bolt, a wedge is fitted with a bit that is seated in a 
rockbolt which is slit for som e length. A mating strip is applied to the bar 
causing the strap to be spread and broken, and the wedge is driven into the s lo t . 
An impact force is further provided to increase anchorage.
2.4.2 WEDGE - PIPE ROCKBOLT
A s shown (Fig. 2.12), the wedge - pipe bolt is composed o f two parts: the lower 
part is exactly the same as the split set, where the upper part is a smaller pipe 
with a wedge asthe anchoring end. The main characteristic of this system is that 
it com bines the qualities o f  full - length friction o f the split set, and the 
anchoring capability o f the wedge. This type o f rockbolt has been produced by 
the China Changsha Mining Research Institute.
In future, the installation o f rockbolts will be easier, and the scope of bolting will 
becom e larger.




BOLT SLOT AND WEDGE BOLT
Fig. 2.11 Selfdrilling Rockbolt (After Peng, 1986)
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Fig. 2.12 Wedge - Pipe Bolt (After Peng, 1986)
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2.5 ROCKBOLT AND UNDERGROUND 
ENGINEERING
In Sweden, at the Kristineberg mine, where the current working depths vary 
between 250m  and 750m, though most of the mining is below the 410m  
level,the annual production is about 500, 000 tonnes o f ore. Support is provided 
in both the main access roadways and stopes by fully grouted cement rebar 
rockbolts. Bolt lengths o f 2.3 - 2.7 m are used. The Swedish mining industry is 
moving towards fully mechanized rockbolt equipment. Fully grouted cement 
rebars are currently the most commently used bolts in Sweden (Aston, 1988).
In England, at the Bentinck and Kellingley collieries, Swellex bolts have been 
successfully used under a variety of coal mining conditions. Although slightly 
more expensive than conventional resin grouted bolt, the Swellex system is 
preferred because o f its easy installation.
In the P. R. China, rockbolt - shotcrete support also is found widely in mines and 
underground engineering. In the principal Chinese coal production base, the Dai 
Tong and Tang Shan mining areas, rockbolts have been widely used. The former 
area used resin rockbolts, and the latter area used cement cartridge rockbolts. 
According to statistics, resin anchored bolts have been installed in over 220 
kilometres o f different kinds o f roadways and shafts in coal mines. Over 90% of 
all roof bolts now used in the Dai Tong mining area are resin anchored bolts.
Resin bolts are mostly used in extraction gateways and preparation roadways 
with shortservice life. Based on figures from one colliery in the Dai Tong 
mining area, resin bolts installated in extraction gateways account for 60% of
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the all bolts, in preparation road - ways, 28%, and in development drifts with 
longer service life 12%. In most gateways, only rock bolts are used, for example, 
resin bolts with wood bars are used in the Mulin Colliery where a monthly 
advance o f 765 meters has been achieved. Resin bolts are used as temporary 
support or additional support at the start of mechanised faces and gates, which 
facilitate the moving o f face equipment, and which have improved face 
production in the Dai Tong area (Zheng and Huang, 1983).
At the largest hydraulic engineering project in China, the Ge Zhou Ba Dam on 
the Yang Zi river, the full length cement cartridge rockbolt (length of bolt is 
from 5 to 7 meters) has been used in the tunnel construction.
Rock bolts are the most commonly used and most effective strata support 
method in underground coal mines and civil engineering. With improvements in 
the installation, beneficial results in technology and economics in developing 
underground opening will be possible when rockbolt are used.
2.6 CRITERIA FOR ROCKBOLTING 
SYSTEMS
A large number o f existing rockbolting systems exist for use in underground 
mines (coaland metalliferous) and slope stabilisation. For underground 
construction, in general, the ideal rockbolting system requires the following 
factors:
1. Easy installation;
2. Long term durability;
3. Reliable mechanical characteristics;
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4. Adaption to different rock conditions;
5. A good balance between economy and safety.
Actually, it is impossible that any rockbolting system can satisfy all the above 
requirements, but nevertheless they represent the objectives o f the rock bolting 
support.
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The theory o f rockbolting is important for not only research , but also 
application. So, this chapter will describe the failure of rock structure, 
interaction mechanisms between the rockbolt and rock mass, and the theory of 
rock bolting support for the surrounding rock mass. The literatureis reviewed 
that deals with the performance o f rock bolting systems. The technical 
considerations o f the selfdrilling rockbolt anchorage, and the technical 
comparison of other anchorage methods are discussed.
Finally, depending on the theoretical and technical comparisons, the anchorage 
method of the selfdrilling rockbolt is assessed.
3.2 THEORY OF FAILURE OF ROCK 
STRUCTURE
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There are several valid theories of failure mechanics for ductile materials such as 
m etals and plastics. H ow ever, these theories have not been as thoroughly 
investigated for polycrystalline substances such as rocks. For this reason the 
term, criterion o f failure, is used rather than failure mechanics, because rupture 
o f a polycrystalline rock material is little known, under various states o f stress, 
confinement conditions, and time.
Generally speaking, there are only two principal types o f rock failure: tensile 
failure and shear failure.
3.2.1 TENSILE FAILURE
The visual observations and analytical analyses o f tensile failure in underground 
mining indicate that they are a product of two principal stress mechanisms: 
firstly, tensile failure caused by abutment stresses in the vicinity o f the walls of 
mine openings (splitting and buckling deformations), and secondly, tensile 
failure caused by the dead load o f superimposed rock blocks (Jeremic, 1987). 
The tensile failure is directed toward four principal types o f rock failure as 
follow s (Jeremic, 1987):
1. Rock splitting or slabbing. For these effects to occur, the mechanism of 
fracturing must be developed close to the face of the mine structure. Also, the 
failure is perpendicular to the effective tensile stress, i.e. parallel to the mine
opening.
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After the initial failure is propagated, a rock split is formed and the 
effective tensile stress is now transferred in the region of solid rock behind 
the face, and progressive rock slabbing is exhibited. This type o f fracturing 
does not significantly affect mine stability as the failure occurs in the 
walls o f drifts, shafts, stopes etc., and could be confined with short rock bolts 
or even by its own fallen material, which is left in place.
The geometry of rock slabs is usually controlled by the internal fabric of the 
mass. For example, massive greenstones, quartzite and other brittle rocks 
exhibit an intensive slabbing, the morphology and continuity o f which is 
clearly governed by a rock schistosity, particularly in the stope area.
2. Rock brittle buckling failure. When a rock becomes cleaved in such a way as 
to separate portions close to a free face into long, continuous and narrow 
slabs, which w ill, due to an axial load, approach a region o f buckling 
deformation.
3. Rock separation failure. It is a product of the pull force which is equal to a 
gravity induced stress, e.g. dead load of the rock block. This type of 
fracturing is particularly well exhibited in the stope backs o f cut - and - fill 
mining.
4. Failure o f rock in bending. It is a product of a gravity - induced tensile stress, 
which acts along the longitudinal axis of a rock beam. The failure will be 
initiated, and then followed by progressive opening until rock falls occur. 
The mechanism of stope back sag and fracture could be related to the failure 
criteria o f a beam with clamped edges. The duration of rock - beam deflection
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before it fails could be related to two factors: rock beam thickness and length 
dead load magnitude) and the rock type (character of its creep properties).
3.2.2 SHEAR FAILURE
The classification o f shear failures is usually related to the quality of the 
compressive stresses which act upon rock structures. Fundamentally, three fields 
o f com pressive stress could be considered: Lateral (geological) stresses, 
abutment (mining) stresses and gravity - induced stresses (dead load). The shear 
failure corresponding to these stresses is easily recognizable in underground 
openings. This is briefly described as follows.
1. Low angle shear failures. They are usually the product of lateral geological
stresses, whose magnitude might be 2 - 5 times greater than the vertical 
stress. The low angle shear failure particularly affects the stability of the 
haulages, drifts and cross cuts.
2. Abutment shear fracture. Due to mining stresses, and will be observed in the 
walls and the backs of drifts and stopes. This type of fracture is initiated and 
propagated when the abutment compressive stress exceeds the compressive 
strength of the rock structure.The fracturing is exhibited by a shear failures 
(usually in the side - walls of mine openings) or by a single shear ailure 
(usually in the backs of mine openings).
3. Gravity - induced failures. These failures are generally related to the rock 
falls in the development o f mine openings. These failures follow the 
configuration o f the equilibrium arches, which give a stabilizing shape to the
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because they are followed by rock falls which could result with increasing 
span o f the mine openings or at the intersection of the drifts (cavity dome).
3.2.3 SHEAR / TENSILE FAILURE
Combined shear and tensile failures are not common in underground mining, 
except in the case of some mine pillars. Integrated shear and tensile failures have 
been observed in some yielding mine pillars, which exhibit a particular fabric of 
the fractured ore. The process of this particular fracturing of a mine pillar starts 
from the formation o f the pillar compression to its completion (tension in outer 
zone). With progressive destressing of the pillars and the travel of tensile 
stresses inwards o f the pillars, the parallel tensile fracture progresses from the 
shear plane.
3.3 INTERACTION MECHANISMS BETWEEN 
ROCKBOLT AND ROCK MASS
Rock reinforcement must utilize the structural properties of the rock mass to 
improve the stability o f underground excavations. The principal objective in 
design of underground support is to help the rock mass to support itself. The 
mechanics o f rock reinforcement includes the concept of rock - support 
interaction as the main principle (Z.T. Bieniawski, 1987).
It is necessary that the ground reaction curve be throughly understood before 
sound rock mechanics theory can be used. The behaviour of an opening and the 
performance o f the support system depend upon the load - deformation
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characteristics of the rock and o f the support, as well as on the manner and 
timing of the support installation.
According to Brown et al. (1980), the steps of a sound rock mechanics program 
are as follows:
Under a plane strain condition, consider a circular tunnel driven in a rock mass 
subjected to a hydrostatic in - situ stress field which has a magnitude of p. When 
the tunnel face has not yet reached the section under consideration, the rock 
mass inside the proposed tunnel profile provides an internal support pressure Pj 
equal to the in - situ stress p (point A, Fig.3.1). After the tunnel face has 
advanced beyound the section, the support pressure, previously provided by the 
rock inside the tunnel, has dropped to zero. However, the displacement toward 
the tunnel u is limited by the proximity of the tunnel face, which provides the 
internal pressure Pj against the rock on the excavation boundary (point B in 
Fig.3 .1). The relation between the internal pressure pj and the radial 
displacement on the tunnel wall u i? is termed a ground response curve. As the 
tunnel face advances further, the internal pressure p] decreases and the radial 
wall displacement Uj increases the ground response curve.
After a radial wall displacement o f uio has occurred , a support system is 
installed (point C in Fig.3.1). As the restraint provided by the proximity of the 
face decreases and the further radial displacement occurs, the support system 
applies a support pressure p s to the tunnel wall. The relation between the support 
pressure p s and the radial wall displacement Uj is called a support reaction line as 
indicated in Fig.3.1. The support pressure ps available from the support system 
increases with the displacement, until equilibrium is reached at point D where
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the ground response curve and the support reaction line intersect. The support 
reaction line of the support system, which interacts with the rock on the 
excavation boundary like a stiff spring, such as steel sets and concrete linings, 
can be obtained independently of the rock mass deformations.
Fig. 3.1 Ground - Support Interaction Diagram
3.4 THEORETICAL APPROACH TO
ROCKBOLT SUPPORT OF ROCK MASS
In general, the mechanisms by which rock bolts reinforce the roof can be 
classified into four types (Peng, 1978):
3.4.1 SUSPENSION EFFECT
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B asically  there are two types o f reinforcement generated by the suspension 
effect. One is simple suspension, and other beam suspension.
I. Simple suspension. The simple suspension effect is to support the weight o f a 
rock (or rock layer) from the upper competent roof strata through the use of 
the rockbolts.
II. Beam suspension. The suspension effect under this condition is principally 
due to the transfer o f parts o f  weight of the weak strata to competent strata 
through rock bolts.
A rockbolt that crosses an interface between two (or more) layers will resist 
relative sliding displacements that occur across the interface.
It is w ell - known that two boards nailed together will be much stronger 
than each individual board. The size of a beam (thickness) can be increased 
by including more layers, but the strength will only be increased if the layers 
act together. Mechanical bolts must be tensioned if  the layers are to act 
together in bending. With grouted bolts, they need not be tensioned and it 
appears that they are more effective in bending than mechanical bolts 
(Snyder, 1983).
3.4. 2. FRICTION EFFECT
The friction effect (or beam - building effect), the basic concept in the 
reinforcement mechanism is to increase the shear (or frictional) resistance to slip
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on the interface between the thin strata, thus “building up” a single thick stratum 
to act as a beam over the opening.
3.4.3 ARCHING ACTION
Generally, the arching - action type of reinforcement is used in a circular or an 
arch - shaped opening. Through the systematic use o f the rock bolts, a ring (or 
zone) o f compressed reinforced rock may be formed around an opening. The 
reinforced layer acts as a structural member capable of not only providing its 
own support, but also supports the rock above.
3.4.4 KEYING EFFECT
In underground engineering the stratified roof is sometimes intersected by planes 
of weakness, with either one or several sets oriented in different directions with 
respect to the roofline. Rock bolts across these planes o f weakness will prevent 
or reduce movement along these planes.
3.5 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE DEALING 
WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF ROCK 
BOLT
Jeffry and Daemen (1983) used the beam equation and studied the reinforcement 
o f layered rock by rockbolts. They presented a rockbolt that crosses an interface 
between two rock layers which will resist relative sliding displacements that tend 
to occur across the interface. A second limiting cases occurs when the beams are 
bonded across the interface so that no slip can occur there. The effective shear
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stiffness and strength o f a full, grouted rockbolt depends on the mechanical 
properties and geometry o f the bolt, grout and rock.
Hass (1975) preformed a series of tests to determine the shear characteristics of 
bolted blocks o f rock. Snydar, Schqab and Gerdee (1982) found on analytic 
solution for an elastic model of the rockbolt /  resin /  rock shear mechanics, and 
used it to calculate a shear stiffness of the rockbolt. These authors caution that 
their method o f analysis give an upperlimit for stiffness because only elastic 
deformation is allowed.
Dhar (1983) has made an analysis of the strata behaviour using rock bolts on the 
laboratory scale model o f laminated beds, and has deal with the effect of the 
nature o f the strata in the composite beam, the effect of the span length, and the 
variation o f the load coming on the composite beam, so that proper number of 
bolts and their orientation could be optimized for given strata conditions. The 
results indicate that the effectiveness of a rockbolt, in laminated rock, depends 
on : 1. the nature o f the strata bands in the composite beam; 2. the number of 
bolts in a given span; 3. the load coming on to the composite beam. It is 
indicated that the beam displacements can be reduced if  the number of bolts in a 
given span is increased.
Filatov and Ievlev (1983) studied the lock - type and reinforced concrete type 
with the polarized - light optical method. Their analysis of the tested models has 
shown that the conclusions made in the process of simulating the lock - type 
rockbolts are almost valid for roof bolting, i.e. magnitude of the deformations 
and the stress distribution in the rock, which is supported by the roof bolting, 
decreases, and the non - uniformity of their distribution along the working cross
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section contour increases with increase of bolt length and rigidity. The results of 
the studies demonstrate considerable improvement o f the strain - stress 
conditions o f the rockwall o f a working with roof bolting, and this improvement 
increases with the increase o f the bolting carrying capacity.
Gaziev and Lapin (1980) presented a method for calculating the simultaneous 
performance o f anchors and the rock mass. The results show that the 
displacements across joints existing in a rock mass are accompanied by their 
dilatancy causing tensile stress in the steel anchor crossing the joint. With further 
extension o f the displacements bending of the anchor and crushing of the rock of 
the borehole walls occur in addition to the tension.
3.6 TECHNICAL CONSIDERATION OF 
ANCHORAGE
3.6.1 INTRODUCTION
The selfdrilling rockbolt system, ie. drill and fix, will allow for reduced delay 
times due to rock bolting. Two key problems have to be studied for this rockbolt. 
One is that how it can be drilled, other that how it can be fixed so as to reinforce 
the rock mass. The first problem has been studied by previously (Standish, 1988) 
and the second problem, that is the anchorage performance o f the selfdrilling 
rockbolt, will be studied in this thesis.
3.6.2 EXISTING SYSTEMS
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In traditional systems, a number o f steps was employed.The principal means o f  
operation o f these existing systems involves the development o f a hole into the 
material being supported and the later introduction o f a dowel or bolt. This bolt 
is fixed into the ground (incl. rock) using a range o f systems. The fixing system 
is normally indicated in the name o f the bolt system, for example:
1. Chemical Bolt — where the solid bolt is fixed in place using a two part 
polyester resin.
2. Split Set Bolt -- where an oversized tubular bolt, with a slit in the wall (along 
its length) is forced into the hole, and remains in place due to the friction o f  
the bolt with the sides o f the hole.
3. Cement Grouted Bolt — is a bolt which is inserted into a hole that had been 
filled with inorganic cement grout. The bolt is fixed in place when the grout 
sets.
4. Sw ellex Bolt -- where an underground capped tube is inserted in to the hole 
and high pressure water is used to inflate the bolt to a size which holds it 
firmly in place in the hole.
5. Split W edge Bolt — an older point anchored mechanical bolt, which is held in 
place through the action o f a wedge driven in to the end o f the bolt at the end 
o f the hole.
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6. Cement Cartridge Bolt — which is as same as resin bolt and fixed in the 
borehole using two (point anchorage) or more (full length anchorage) 
cartridges.
For traditional systems o f rockbolting, the technique of installation of the bolts 
has been described in point form (Standish, 1989) as:
a. Set up o f drilling machines;
b. Drill hole to required depth (maximum depth = height of tunnel);
c. Remove drill steel;
d. Insert chemical or other grouting /  securing medium;
e. Insert bolt;
f. Mix grout with bolt or fix mechanical anchor;
g. Wait for grout to set;
h. Tighten bolt;
This cycle is repeated every 0.5 to 1.5 metres of tunnel advance in coal mines, 
and more than 3.0 metres of tunnel advance in metalliferous mines.
3.6.3 TECHNICAL COMPARISON OF ANCHORAGE 
METHODS
The rockbolt can be secured in a number of ways (Standish, 1988):
L Mechanical rock anchor. Either a split wedge or a screw - on anchor is used 
to secure the bolt. Typically 5 to 7 tonnes pullout loads are achieved using 
this type o f system.
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II. Chemical grout anchor. Predominantly organic polyesters are used to act as 
the bond between the steel bolt and the sides of the hole. Typical pullout 
loads o f up to 20 tonnes are achieved using this system of anchorage.
El. Friction anchors. These types o f bolts involve direct contact between the 
bolt material and the sides o f the hole. Two systems using frictional rock 
anchorage are the Split Set and the Swellex bolt. The Split Set Bolt uses a 
spring steel tube, split up one side - the tube is hammered into the hole and 
sets firmly against the sides. The Swellex Bolt uses a high pressure 
hydraulic pump and a ductile tube - the bolt is inserted the hole and " 
pumped up" to set against the sides of the hole. Both these systems give pull 
out loads of up to 18 tonnes.
3.6.4 DETERMINATION OF ANCHOR METHOD
Finally, the tubular grouted rockbolt has been determined as the anchor method 
after choosing and comparing the above the methods of anchorage.
To drill the rockbolt into the rock mass, the bit on the top of bolt was used to 
secure the rockbolt in the strata; to achieve satisfactory bearing capacity of the 
bolt, the anchor agent was pumped from the tubular bolt to the borehole. The 
threaded tubular bolt has been used to increase the bond force between the bolt 
and the anchor agent. The anchor method can be employed to achieve the "single 
pass" installation of the rockbolt. The grout can be " pumped" from reserves into 
a small mixing vessel and then through the tubular bolt into the borehole.






Even thought many theoretical methods are used, so as to study the characteristic 
performance o f rockbolts, the number of causes which can seriously affect the 
performance o f the rockbolt reinforcement system is almost unlimited; the testing 
of rockbolt systems is important to gain confidence in the final result.
The loading conditions on rockbolts installed in the surrounding rock mass of an 
underground opening are often tension loading or a combination of tension and 
shear loading. The rockbolt must be able to withstand a large enough tensile force, 
so that loosening of blocks can be minimised.
This chapter is concerned with the load - deformation behaviour of rockbolts. The 
experimental work on the selfdrilling rockbolts and traditional rockbolts will be 
described. This work includes rockbolt anchorage tests, pull out tests and
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installation efficiency tests performed in the laboratory. Tensile behaviour and 
characteristic performance o f the two kinds of bolts will be compared.
At first sight this may appear to be a relatively simple and straightforward topic 
but a closer look will reveal that this is a sophisticated subject as discussed in later 
sections.
4.2 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
Figure 4.1 illustrates the laboratory rock bolt drilling and installation test rig. 
Many considerations were taken into account in the design and construction of the 
drilling and installation rig, these included the ability to have complete control over 
the type of material being drilled and the hole spacing between drill holes.
The rig consists of a rock bolter contained within a framework which is designed 
to lift and install in an overhead position the drilling medium. The bottom section 
of the framework acts as a water sump.
The interchangeability of the installation equipment, i.e. the traditional bolt and the 
selfdrilling bolt, is achieved with the use of a cradle. The cradle has two functions: 
firstly, it contains the thrust, torque, speed and displacement sensors; secondly, it 
holds the rock bolter safely in position. Fig.4.2 shows the cradle holding 
traditional bolt drilling and installation equipment.
The necessity to have complete control over the drilling medium was achieved by 
the development o f a system to cast blocks of material. The ability to create 
artificially in the laboratory the material to be drilled, and to have detailed 
knowledge o f the drilling material characteristics is a necessity in the monitoring
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o f roof drilling. Blocks o f material were cast in a 1 m mould and furnished a 28 
day com pressive strength o f around 41 MPa The mould enclosing the drilling 
medium can be hoisted into position on the rig.
. . 2
Drill hole spacing on the lm  face was set at 50 mm to maximize the number of 
holes drilled in each block. The drill hole diameter was normally 27 mm for the 
traditional bolt, and the effect o f the hole proximity, if  any, was left to be 
determined by investigation.
Situated immediately under the block of drilling material is a heavy steel guide 
plate drilled to allow the correct pitch o f holes to be maintained. At floor level is a 
matching guide so that the drilling machine is always kept in a vertical position 
whilst drilling.
Figure 4.3 shows the equipment to drill and install the selfdrilling bolt, where a 
water flush was used to minimize dust. The drill hole diameter was 44 — 48 mm 
for the selfdrilling bolt.
The Figures.4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the equipment which has been developed for 
the installation o f the selfdrilling rockbolt, and which allows for the high strength 
cementitious grout to be introduced into the selfdrilling rockbolt during drilling. 
Fig.4.4 shows the drive arrangement. The modified treifus water swivel is used to 
provide a central passage for flushing water to the bit during normal drilling. At 
the appropriate time the water is switched off, and the grout flow started. A non 
return valve prevents the grout from flushing back through the drill. The drive 
operates using the bi - directional drilling capacity o f the hydraulic drill.
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Fig-4.1 Rockbolt Drilling and Installation Rig
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Fig.4.2 Cradle and Traditional Bolt Drilling 
And Installation Equipment
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Fig. 4.5 shows the positive displacement grout pump. The pump is powered by a 
hydraulic jack, delivering up to 10 tonnes thrust to the ram (i.e. 3000 Psi). 
Fig.4 .6  shows the mobile hydraulic power pack which is used to drive the bi - 
directional jack. A  cup seal is used on the piston to maintain the pressure being 
delivered to the grout.
The pumping system has proved very effective, with grout travelling from the 
pump, over the cutting tips, and down to the collar without interruption. ( A gauge 
connected to the hydraulic ram showed no marked increase in pumping pressure 
during the introduction cycle) (Standish, 1989).
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Fig.4.3 Drilling and Installation Equipment for Selfdrilling Bolt
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Fig, 4.4 Drive and Grout Swivel
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Fig. 4.5 Grout Pump
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Fig. 4.6 Grout Pump Power Pack
Tempcore bars were used as the bolt of the traditional rockbolt ( resin anchorage 
bolts ) in the laboratory test. The tempcore process which produces a high 
strength bar from steel of low chemical composition, consists of a special mill heat 
treatment process from which the name is derived, i.e. a quenched surface layer is 
TEMPered by the heat of the core (Fig.4.7). The tempcore bar deformation pattern
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has been designed to ensure both good anchorage properties and good fatigue 
resistance.
Each tempcore bar has two continuous longitudinal raised ribs diametrically 
opposite each other with shaped sides o f the bar (Fig.4.8). The tempcore 
reinforcing bars have an excellent combination o f high strength and high ductility. 
The tension strength curve is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4 .10 shows some selfdrilling rockbolts. The ERW 32 mm nominal bore 
pipe material has been used in the selfdrilling bolting project to act as a drill/bolt, 
which w ill provide sufficient Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) to at least equal the 
performance o f  existing rock bolts. The advantages o f the threaded bolt system  
include: (1) ability to apply a tension laod to the completion o f drilling; (2) 
im proved adhesion between compacted area, grout, bolt and side o f hole. The 
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Fig 4.7 Martensite Layer TEMPered by The Heat 
Supplied from The Core
-— — — 4 ' 1
Deformation Spacing
Fig.4.8 Traditional Bolt (Tempcore Bar)
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Displacement (mm)
Fig 4.9 Tensile Strength Curve of Traditional Bolt
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Fig 4.10 Selfdrilling Bolts
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Fig. 4.11 Tensile Strength Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt
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To determine the shear performance of the material and relative performance in 
shear o f the cored and uncored drill bolt, a series of double shear block tests were 
conducted. The shear block was mounted on the bed of an Avery compression 
testing machine with the test piece in the block. Load was applied on the block 
until the sample completely failed. Complete failure was achieved when the piece 
was completely sheared on the two failure planes.
Three samples were tested in this trial. Tests 1 and 3 were conducted on a 
drill/bolt to act as a comparison. Table 4.1 presents the Ultimate Compressive 
Strength (UCS) for the samples tested, and shear loads carried by the drill /  bolt 
material. The results indecate that no significant advantage is obtained though 
retention o f the core in the centre of the drill /  bolt.







1 214 302.3 With Core*
2 196 276.9 Without Core**
3 204 288.2 Without Core
* Bolt was consisted o f steel tube and rock core.
** Bolt was consisted o f steel tube.
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4 .3  FACTORS AFFECTING THE LOAD 
TESTING OF ROCKBOLTS
4.3.1 BOLT MATERIAL
The main features of the bolt steel which are of direct interest in ground anchors 





The stress - strain characteristics of steel is time and stress dependent. Generally 
for each batch o f stressing steel provided by a supplier, a stress /  strain 
relationship is available from the testing of a short sample length. This enables the 
yield stress, the modulus of deformation and 0.1% proof stress to be quantified. It 
is well known that such data are only approximate when applied to long anchor 
lengths over long periods o f loading. This latter phenomenon occurs at low 
stresses, continues indefinitely and increases very rapidly above the proportional 
limit.
4.3.2 SIMULATED ROCK MATERIAL
Rock is a mixture of one or more different minerals. It has no definite chemical 
composition. Also, rock is an aggregate of fused or compressed discrete mineral 
particles. Thus various minerals are combined in various proportions of form rock 
(Jumikis, 1983).
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In rock engineering, because o f the presence o f fissures, cracks, joints, gaps, 
stratification, discontinuities, places o f weakness, layer anisotropy, and 
compressibility o f in - situ rock mass, it is realized that the site conditions are 
often different from the simulated rock mass (concrete block).
4.3.3 TEMPERATURE
Because the main material o f grout is cement, the characteristic performance of 
grout w ill be changed with the property of cement As the strength of a cement is 
related to the degree o f hydration, all factors affecting the latter will also affect the 
strength o f cement. These factors, which inclose age, type of cement (composition 
and fineness), admixtures, etc (Soroka, 1979). In this respect, the effect of 
temperature is more com plicated, but, generally speaking, at normal 
temperatures, when the water /  grout ratio is fixed, the higher the temperature, the 
faster the gelling and setting time o f the grout. The early high strength o f grout 
will be achieved with the acceleration of degree of hydration.
4.4 ANCHOR TESTS
4.4.1 PULL OUT TEST OF ROCKBOLTS
The concept o f the tensile load o f rockbolt is used to describe the bearing capacity 
o f a rockbolt under the influence o f a set of pull - out forces. The largest tension 
stress and shear stress are given by the relationship (Wen, 1983):






Where: K — Shear rigidity of rock.
A -- Coefficient which changes with dependence on initial stress, shear 
strength of rock, etc.
G — Shear modulus.
R — Radius of plastic zone.
P — Force o f surrounding rock mass.
<|> — Internal friction angle of rock mass.
C — Cohesion coefficient
1 — Length of bolt.
a — Radius o f tunnel without support.
d — Diameter of bolt.
a m — Maximum tensile stress on the bolt
Tm ~  Maximum cohesion stress on the bolt
The anchorage capacity of both rockbolts can be determined by simulated pull out 
tests in the laboratory. Figure 4.12 shows a typical set up for the laboratory rock 
bolt tests. For selfdrilling rock bolts, a special pulling collar is tightly fitted on the
A = (Psinij) -  Ccos({>) R 2 (4-3)
4.4.2 TEST PROGRAM
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bolt head, a hydraulic jack with a centre hole is slipped into the stud from the 
lower end, and the jack is set firmly against the pulling head by a special nut at 
the lower end o f the hydraulic jack. During testing a hydraulic grout pump power 
pack moves the position o f the hydraulic jack and pulls the bolt downward as the 
pump pressure increases. The downward movement is recorded by a dial gage on 
the jack. The movement is derived from anchor slippage and elongation of the 
bolt and the test equipment.
The load at which a slight increase in load caused excessive deformation is the 
anchorage capacity o f the rock bolt. Excessive deformation can be due to both 
anchorage slippage and yielding o f rock bolts, both of which contribute to loss in 
bolt tension or bolt failures. The same tests are performed for different lengths of
rock bolt.
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Fig.4.12 Pull - out Test and Equipment
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4.4.3 DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
Two methods of assessing displacement are used:
1. a dial gauge was mounted on the wall o f hydraulic jack so as to measure 
the displacement between the roof and the jack.
2 . vernier callipers was used to measure the change o f extension of the hydraulic 
ram.
There are several components o f a movement observed during anchor testing:
a. embedment o f anchor into the concrete block, i.e. movement of the bolt 
relative to the roof.
b. bolt movement within the resin or grout, i.e. movement of the bolt relative to 
the roof.
c. stretch of bolt and pulling bar.
A ll three components can be measured by vernier callipers and dial gauge. 
Consequently calliper readings are performed to back up and check dial gauge 
readings, particularly when the anchorage yields. Then it is often necessary to 
remove the dial gauge to avoid damage to it. The elastic stretch of the steel in the 
bolt and pulling bar is known and when this is subtracted from the overall 
deformation defined by the dial gauge readings, the anchorage index is obtained.
4.4.4 TEST RESULTS














1 950 Tempcore Bar 27 8 .8 78 Fracture***
2 950 a s above 27 7 .9 8 89 Fracture
3 960 as above 27 8 .90 79 Fracture
4 885 as above 27 9.57 19.3 jytj****
5
685 as above 27 7 .9 23 B/S
6 660 a s above 27 4.77 11 .8 B/S
* Displacement -- associated with the peak value of the load. 
** Pull - out force — peak value of the load.
*** Fracture test






































































1 985 42.5/49 Ungrout 14.6 40 Fracture***
2 990 42.5/49 Grout 11.96 50 Fracture
3 980 42.5/50 Grout 13.3 40 Fracture
4 985 42.5/50 Grout 16.0 50 Fracture
5 980 42.5/52 Cement 9.04 47 g/S****
6 900 42.5/52 Cement 9.0 51.8 B/S
7 910 42.5/52 Cement 9.57 62 B/S
8 985 42.5/52 Cement 8.51 30.4 B/S
* Displacement — associated with the peak value of the Load.
** Pull - out force — peak value of the load.
*** Fracture test.
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The pull out curves o f jacking force against extension are illustrated in Figures 
4.13 a - e for the curves o f the traditional bolt tests, and Figures 4.14 a - h for the 
curves o f the selfdrilling rockbolt tests.
Figures 4.13 a - e show the curves o f resin anchorage bolts, a steep rise of bolt 
displacement with increasing load, indicating that anchor slip was small and even 
negligible until an anchor was loaded to its full strength. The test results show that 
the anchor force o f the resin bolt does not change with increasing length of the 
bolt. The test curves o f the resin anchorage bolt indicate that the peak value o f the 
bearing capacity are around 8 tonnes, and that the load - displacement 
characteristic o f the resin bolt is not significantly different at 12 - 24 hours after 
installation.
The curves (Figs 4.14 a - h) show the characteristic performance of selfdrilling 
rockbolts (SDB). The load - displacement curve o f the ungrouted selfdrilling bolt 
is shown in Fig.4.14 c , the displacement increased slowly as loading began. The 
value o f the displacement is 14 mm, when a load of approximately 14 tonnes was 
applied. After this value, the displacement increased rapidly, from 14 to 30 mm, 
and the load increased to more than 15 tonnes, that is, its peak value, and the bolt 
started to slip.
The above result indicated that a high bearing capacity o f an ungrouted selfdrilling 
bolt can be achieved, owing to the frictional force between the bolt and the 
borehole and the resistance o f the tip that cuts into wall o f the hole. The 
selfdrilling rockbolt, as with the mechanical rockbolt, can support the surrounding 
rock mass immediately when it is installed in a hard surrounding rock mass.
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The curve of fracture test (Fig.4.14 c), shows that the displacement increased 
more slowly and reached its peak value at relatively the largest load of 14 tonnes. 
In general, the failure load of a selfdrilling bolt is 15 -- 17 tonnes in the given 
medium.
Fig.4.13 Pull - Out Test Curve of Traditional Bolt (a)




Fig.4.13 Pull - Out Test Curve of Traditional Bolt (b)
Fig.4.13 Pull - Out Test Curve of Traditional Bolt (c)
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Fig.4.13 Pull - Out Test Curve of Traditional Bolt (e)
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Displacement (mm)
Fig.4.14 Pull - Out Test Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt (a)
Fig.4.14 Pull - Out Test Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt (b)
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Displacement (mm)
Fig.4.14 Pull - Out Test Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt (c)
Fig.4.14 Pull - Out Test Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt (d)
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Fig.4.14 Pull - Out Test Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt (f)
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Fig.4.14 Pull - Out Test Curve of Selfdrilling Bolt (h)
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4.4.5 PULL - OUT TESTS WITH DIFFERENT GROUTS 
AT DIFFERENT TIMES
To determine the performance characteristics of the selfdrilling rockbolt with 
different types of grout at different times, the sixteen fully grouted simulation tests 
have been carried out using four types o f grout — cement, gypsum, grout and 
resin in two, four , twenty - four hrs., and four days.
The borehole was simulated by a steel tube, 150 mm long, which a diameter of the 
hole, 24.5 mm. Tempcore bars were used as the bolt, a special bolt has been made 
with a machined thread at the anchor end of the bolt, the bolt of length, 150 mm, 
so as to simulate the anchor effectiveness of the selfdrilling bolt. The cross section 
of the simulation test with the different anchor agents is shown in Fig.4.15.
In order to compare the bearing capacity of the bolts at the different times with the 
different types o f grout, every rockbolt was installed by the same method and 
was maintained in the same condition. The temperature was 24° C, and the relative 
humidity was 40%. In the tests, the resin grout has been used as a reference for 
the bearing capacity and displacement. To ensure pumpability of every anchor 
agent (except resin), different ratios of water and agent have been used in the 
tests.
The test results, the peak values of the pull - out load which were carried by the 
bolts, and the displacement which was associated with the peak value of the load, 
have been presented in Table 4.4. The load - displacement curves have been 
shown in Figs. 4.16 a - p. These results indicate that the resin bonded bolt has the 
largest bearing capacity and displacement, and that the cement, grout and gypsum
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have no large differences in bearing capacity and displacement in the initial stages 
(within two hours). After two hours, the bearing capacity of every anchor agent 
starts to increase, with the compressive strength of the anchor agent increasing, 
The bearing capacity o f the rockbolt with the cement increases the fastest. This 
situation can be seen in Figure 4.17. Displacement of every bolt with different 
types o f anchor agents have no remarkable change except the bolt with the cement, 
its bearing capacity increasing with increasing displacement.
After 24 hours, the bearing capacity and displacement of the bolt with the cement 
grout does not large change, where as the bolt with the resin and grout has some 
increase in its bearing capacity with increasing displacement. The displacement of 
the bolt with the gypsum slightly decreases after 24 hours (Fig.4.18).
From the test results, it can be seen that the rockbolt with the cement has better 
performance characteristic than others at the same flowability (pump-ability) of 
the anchor agent. From the curves of load - displacement, all grouts have good 
ductility, that is, effectively the same value of bearing capacity of the bolt can be 
maintained from the peak value to failure. The cement, grout and gypsum do not 
have a big difference in ductility.
According to the test results, the average anchor force o f the bolt with the grout, 
cement as well as gypsum is 7.7 kN (0.77 Tonnes) with a 150 mm anchor length 
within 2 hrs. Depending on the estimating calculation for the bearing capacity of 
the bolt in the initial stage, 5 - 6  tonnes of the anchor force can be achieved for a 2 
m anchor length althought other factors may cause a reduction in underground 
installations.
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The test results indicate that the characterises of anchor agent will affect the 
bearing capacity o f bolt. The setting and gelling time would be too short, the agent 
cannot be pumped into the borehole, and too long, the satistactory bearing 
capacity of the bolt cannot be achieved in the initial stage. A good bearing capacity 
o f the selfdrilling rockbolt can be achieved, however, when the setting and gelling 
time of the anchor agent can be controlled nationally.
After comparing the performance characteristics of every bolt with the different 
types o f the anchoring agent, it is considered that the bolt with the cement is better 
than the others. The argument can be supported by the following points:
1. Under the same conditions, the increase of the bearing capacity of the bolt with 
cement is faster and the displacement is smaller than the bolt with grout and 
gypsum in the initial stages.
2. The displacement of the bolt with the cement increases slowly under the load 
after 24 hours.
3. The good bearing capacity o f the bolt with the cement in the initial stages will 
ensures that the roof can be supported in a short time after opening.
4 . The w/c of 0.29, using the cement as the anchor agent, ensures the flowability 
of the cement, so it contributes to the rapid installation of the bolt.
P
steel tube anchor agent
bolt(tempcore 
bar) <b = 22 jaws of testing 
machine
P
Fig. 4.15. Cross Section of Simulation Pull - Out Test of Bolt with Different Anchor Agents • °"









Table 4.4 Pull - Out Test Results of Different Types of Anchor Agent
\ ANCHOR 
\A G E N T
TIME
CEMENT GROUT GYPSUM RESIN

















2 hrs 7.8 3 6.5 4 8.9 4 31.8 8
4 hrs 31.5 1 16.7 5 26.6 8 48.5 14
24 hrs 123 11.6 28.9 7 29.2 8 62.8 10.4
4 days 125 13.4 63.5 10 35.2 6.4 130 17
Load — peak value of pull - out force. 
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ig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Cement (2 Hrs.)
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Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Grout (2 Hrs.)
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Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Gypsum (2 Hrs.)
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Displacement (mm)
4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Cement (4 Hrs.)
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;.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Gypsum (4 Hrs.)
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Displacement (mm)
.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Cement (24 Hrs.)
Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Grout (24 Hrs.)
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Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Gypsum (24 Hrs.)
Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Resin (24 Hrs.)
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Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Cement (4 Days)
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•4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Gypsum (4 Days)
Fig.4.16 Pull - Out Test Curve of Bolt With Resin (4 Days)
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Fig.4.17 Relation Curve of Installation Time and Anchor Force
Fig.4.18 Relation Curve of InstallationTime and Displacement of Bolt
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4.4.6 INSTALLATION EFFICIENCY TESTS
Problems which are encountered in the speed up o f tunnelling centre on the 
sources of delay in a typical mining operation. The delays, as a percentage of total 
delay time are as noted (Standish, 1988):
D e sc r ip t io n




Meal & Shift Change










Mise, including gas dust and other 5
The results clearly indicate the severity of the delay experienced as a result of the 
time required to set roof supports in a development panel. The other delays can be 
addressed with a view to reducing their extent. The provision of roof support as 
the largest source of delay is a prime target for development to allow improvement 
(Standish, 1988).
A breakdown of the times involved in the installation of a resin rockbolt in a mine 
using a hand held traditional system are given:
A c t iv i t y  T im e  (sec)
a. Drill 1.2 m hole (27 mm): 2 0
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b. Remove drill and replace with
1.8 m drill steel 10
c . Drill 1.8 m hole 10
d. Remove 1.8 m steel, insert 
spanner and feed bolt into hole 20
e. Spin and advance bolt into roof 10
f . Hold and tighten 20
TOTAL 90
Mechanised roof bolting systems can achieve better bolt installation times:
A c t iv i t y  T im e (sec)
a. drilling a 1.8 m hole 20
b. Inserting bolt 10
c. Mixing time 9
d. Hold time and tension 19
TOTAL 58
The installation efficiency tests have been carried out at same condition in 
laboratory, so as to compare the results of the test.
4 .4 .6 .1  RESIN BOLT INSTALLATION IN LABORATORY
The medium set - range resin cartridge was used in the installation in the 
laboratory. The resin, when using medium will set - range of cartridges, set - 
range: 18 -- 22 seconds, spin 10 seconds, and hold 10 seconds, required 34 
seconds to complete the process of the chemical reaction.
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The process o f the resin rockbolt installation includes:
A c t iv i t y  T im e  (sec )
a. Drill an one meter hole (27 mm) 25
b. Insert a chemical cartridge 6
c. Insert a bolt 6
d. Mixing 12
TOTAL 49
4 .4 .6 .2  S E L F D R I L L I N G  R O C K B O L T  IN  L A B O R A T O R Y
The self drilling rockbolt, with an inorganic grout is capable of being installed 
significantly quicker than a resin rockbolt in the process o f installation — with 
consequent time savings. To quantify this, a time of 28 seconds to give a full 
installed bolt has been achieved for one metre bolt. Times of installation of around 
60 seconds could be expected for two metres and longer bolts. The process of 
installation includes:
A c t iv i t y  T im e  (sec)
a. drill the one metre hole(42.5 mm): 28
b. pumping the grout: 5
TOTAL: 33
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4 .4 .5  COMPARISON OF THE RESIN BOLT AND 
SELFDRILLING BOLT
In order to compare the characteristic performance of the resin bolt and the 
selfdrilling bolt, the pull out tests and installation efficiency tests of these two 
types o f anchorage, the six resin rock bolts which were fully anchored and eight 
selfdrilling rock bolts which were fully anchored using grout, have been carried 
out. The average numerical values of the test results have been presented in Table 
4 .5 .
Table 4.5 shows that the selfdrilling rockbolt has the better characteristic 
performances o f higher bearing capacity, more rapid installation and smaller 
displacement than the resin rockbolt.
Table 4.5 Test Result Comparison of Traditional Bolt and Selfdrilling Bolt
- - TYPE OF BOLT
R E SIN  B O L T SE L F D R IL L IN G  B O L T
PARAMETER OF TEST _
LENGTH OF BOLT (mm) 848 986
DIAMETER OF BOLT (mm) 12.5 35.8
DIAMETER OF HOLE (mm) 27 42.5
TYPE OF BOLT Tepcore bar threaded tube
TIME OF INSTALLATION (secs) 42 33
PEAK VALUE
(Tonnes)
OF PULL OUT FORCE
9.8 16
DISPLACEMENT * (mm) 50 43
METHOD OF FAILURE fracture of bolt fracture of tubular bolt
i
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Chapter
5
Finite Element Method Analysis 
of Rockbolt Behaviour
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The bearing capacity and characteristics of load - displacement of a rock bolt can 
be obtained from laboratory and field experimentation, but the structural 
response o f rock masses is quite complex. The bearing capacity of the grouted 
rockbolt does not act independently of the rock mass surrounding an excavation. 
The deformation in the rock cannot be separated from the deformation in the rock 
bolt, as the rockbolt and rock are grouted together (Yamatomi, Amano and 
Chunsheng, 1987).
The theory of the finite element method has been refined to a sophisticated level, 
since its introduction. The various areas of specialization, such as element 
development, equation solution, and convergence, have received intensive 
research (Sogge, 1974). At the moment, this method has become widely accepted 
by the engineering profession as an extremely valuable method of analysis. Its 
application has enabled satisfactory solutions to be obtained for many problems 
which have hitherto been regarded as insoluble, and the amount of research effort
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currently being devoted to the finite element method ensures a rapidly widening 
field of application.
In this chapter, the Finite Element Method (FEM) has been used so as to analyse 
the interaction between the rock mass and the rock bolt.
5.2 THEORY OF FINITE ELEMENT 
METHOD
5.2.1 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The finite element method assumes that the continuum can be considered as an 
assemblage of a finite number of discrete elements interconnected at node points. 
Each of the individual elements retains all of the material properties of the original 
system. The approximation involved is the substitution of a modified structure for 
the actual continuum. No approximation is necessary in the analysis of this 
substitute system (Zienkiewicz, 1971).
The power of the finite element method lies in its applicability to many disciplines, 
as well as its ability to handle discontinuities. In structural system analysis, the 
method can readily handle nonlinear, jointed, nonhomogeneous, anisotropic, 
viscoelastic or creeping materials in a discontinuous or complex geometrical 
configuration with mixed boundary conditions. The method provides results over 
the entire domain o f a problem at all intermediate loading conditions up to the
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lim iting failure state.The procedure used applies to many boundary value 
problems and is easily programmed.
Limitations in the development of the finite element method arise with certain 
problems. Analysis o f discontinuous media formed by cracking or separated joints 
along with strain - softening materials poses problems in application of the 
method. A lso difficulties can arise in zones of high stress concentrations. Other 
limitations concern the generation of the results. A requirement is access to a large 
computer with an adequate core memory.
5.2.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
The general theory o f the finite element method has been presented by Zienkiewicz 
(1971). Regardless o f the element types used, the finite element displacement 
method o f analysis has the following basic steps (Clough, 1965):
1. Evaluation o f the stiffness properties of the individual structural elements in 
terms o f a local (element) coordinate system.
2. Transformation of the element stiffness matrix from the local coordinate system 
to a global coordinate system representing the complete structural assemblage.
3. Superposition o f the individual element stiffnesses contributing to each nodal 
point to obtain the total nodal stiffness matrix [K] for the system.
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4. Applying boundary conditions and solving the system equilibrium equations 
{P'} = [K] {U'}, which express the relationship between the applied nodal 
forces {P'} and the resulting nodal displacements {U’}.
5. Evaluation of the element deformations from the computed nodal displacements 
by using kinematic relationships and, finally, determination of element forces 
from the element deformations by using the element stiffness matrices.
The first step involves the determination of element stiffnesses. An equilibrium 
array [A] relates the external (global) force {P} applied at the nodes to the internal 
(local) forces (stresses) {F}. The relation is
{P} =[A] {F} (5 -1 )
The element force - deformation, {F} - {e}, (stress - strain, {a ) - {e }) 
properties are expressed by the constitutive relations [S] as follows:
{ F } = [ S ] { e }  (5 - 2 )
A compatibility array, [B], relates the local internal displacements {e}(strains,{e}) 
to the global external displacements at the nodes {U} by the expression.
{e} = [B] {U} (5 - 3 )
Array [B] is the transpose o f [A] divided by the element's volume. The element 
stiffness array can be formed by combining the equilibrium, force - deformation, 
and compatibility arrays, yielding,
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{P} = [ASB] {U}, or ( 5 - 4 )
{P] = [K]{U} ( 5 -5 )
The derivation of the stiffness properties of triangular, constant - strain membrane 
elements with three nodes requires the assumption of a displacement pattern 
within the element boundaries. This assumption causes equilibrium between 
elements to be violated, although general equilibrium of nodal force resultant is 
provided.In the limit, as the mesh size is reduced, equilibrium is satisfied at 
element boundaries.
An alternative approach to assuming displacement patterns is assuming stress or 
force patterns. The resulting flexibility array can be inverted to yield the stiffness 
array (Sogge, 1974).
The element stiffness matrix can be transformed from the local coordinate system 
to a global coordinate system by use of the following transformation relations.
{ P ' } = a ] { P }  (5 - 6 )
{U} = [ x f { U ' }  (5 - 7 )
where P is global force and U' is the global displacement. The transformation 
matrix contains the direction cosines between the local and global orientation. The 
transformed element stiffness array in the global coordinate system is:
{P’} = [XKX1] {IP}, or ( 5 - 8 )
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{P } = [K] {U'J ( 5 - 9 )
The system stiffness array [K] can be constructed by adding all the element 
stiffness contributions at each node and storing the result in the global location, 
corresponding to that node. Depending on how the system's nodes are numbed, 
the coefficients in the [K] matrix will occupy a certain bandwidth around the main 
diagonal. This bandwidth is a function of the greatest node separation between 
any one element's nodes. As the stiffness matrix is symmetric, it is necessaty to 
store only that portion above or below the diagonal. The combination of the 
banding technique and the symmetric property helps to surmount the problem of 
available core memory.
The applied nodal forces must be consistent with the distributed loads and body 
forces. For a triangular element, a third of the body force would be applied at each 
node. In order to have an independent set of equations, the [K] matrix should 
consist o f only the rows and columns for which a support is not specified. Rather 
than remove those elements in the array the equations can be decoupled by putting 
unity on the diagonal and zeros in the rest of the row or column corresponding to 
the coordinate that is supported. Support displacements can be read in through the 
load vector by adding unity to the diagonal coefficient of the [K] matrix at the 
supported degree of freedom location. This number, as well as the displacement in 
the load vector, are multiplied by a very large number. The end result is 
decoupling o f the equation (Zienkiewicz, 1971).
The equations are now ready for solution. For any given loading at the nodes, the 
equations can be solved for the nodal displacements. As there are as many 
equation as there are total degrees of freedom of the structure, a computer is
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necessary for even the simplest structure. A very efficient method for solving 
these equations for the nodal displacements is Gauss elimination with back 
substitution. This method is preferable to matrix inversion for cases where the 
equations are banded, as less core memory is required, where the stiffness matrix 
is dependent on the previous loading and must be regenerated each time and, 
where only one loading condition is being analyzed.
Once the displacement pattern is known. Equations 5 - 3, 5 - 7, and 5 - 2  can be 
used to solve for the local displacements and element strains and stresses, 
respectively. A check on these latter results as well as the displacements is 
available, using the calculated stresses in Equations 5 - 1  and 5 - 6 to compute the 
applied nodal forces. These should be equal to the original applied forces.
Another theoretical development of the finite element method of analysis is 
available by using the calculus o f variations (Zienkiewicz, 1971). The 
minimization of the potential energy integral with respect to each of the non - zero 
nodal loads leads directly to the stiffness array.
5.2.3 APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Due to the generality of the finite element method of analysis, it has been applied 
to a wide range o f engineering problems. Stress and deformation in rock 
mechanics has been examined with the finite element method by Fine(1979). 
Hadjian, Lin and Luco (1986) analyzed a soil - structure interaction problem using 
the finite element method. They studied the influence of the base of an 
embankment or dam and the extent of the boundaries necessary to model the 
system. These studies were also conducted by Clough and Chopra (1966).
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Hollingshead (1971) analyzed the stress distribution along a steel anchor bolt 
grouted into rock using the finite element method.
In underground engineering, the finite element stress analysis of the Thissavros 
powerhouse cavern on the Nestos river in Greece was performed by Kalkani 
(1988). The finite element analysis defines the distribution of principal stresses 
and maximum shear stresses to the walls and the roof of the cavern, which are due 
to the excavation operations. One - stage excavation was assumed in the 
homogeneous rock mass, which was subjected to a uniform original stress field in 
the region o f the cavern. Distribution of the displacements calculated by the finite 
element analysis indicates the position of maximum displacement on the walls and 
the roof of the cavern where application of extensometers is recommended.
The strength and deformation properties used in the analysis were based on 
information taken from in - situ tests for similar rock material located in adjacent 
areas. Based on the results of the analysis a complete design of the support 
measures, which include the sidewall and roof reinforcement, is being performed.
In civil engineering, solution techniques for linear and nonlinear dynamic 
analysis of structures with the finite element method were studied by Adeli - 
Rankoohi (1976). The accuracy, stability, and efficiency of the solution 
procedures were examined by comparing the results from a plane stress sample 
problem.
Among the methods studied, direct linear extrapolation with the trapezoidal rule 
appears to be the best technique for linear dynamic analysis. For nonlinear 
analyses, three explicit methods and three implicit methods were investigated.
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Both material and geometric nonlinearities were included in the finite element 
formulation.
5 .3  REVIEW OF ROCK ANCHORAGE 
STUDY USING FINITE ELEMENT 
METHOD
Hollingshead (1971) analyzed the stress distribution along a steel anchor bolt 
grouted into rock using the finite element method. Penetration of the yielded zone 
into the grout wall and redistribution of stresses with increasing load were 
illustrated. The effect of varying modular ratio in the two material system 
subjected to tensile loads was also illustrated. The results indicate that when steel 
bolts, embedded in a less rigid material, are loaded in tension, yielding of the 
surrounding rock mass begins at the free suface and progresses inward with 
consequent stress transfer to the bolt as the load increases. The anchor analyzed 
will apparently not fail even when the yielded zone has penetrated over one - half 
the grouted length even though failure appears to be imminent.
Sharma and Pande (1988) presented a comprehensive model for the behaviour of 
jointed rock masses reinforced by passive, fully grouted rockbolts. The model 
was based on an " equivalent material " approach in which the influence of rock 
joints as well as rock bolts was distributed throughout the rock mass. A typical 
problem of a jointed rock slope has been analyzed, and factors of safety against 
collapse have been computed using the finite element method. It has been shown 
that the dilatancy of rock joints and the orientation of rock bolts are the most 
important factors in determining the effectiveness of passive, fully - grouted rock 
bolt.
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Yamatomi and Amano (1987) studied rock reinforcement with grouted rock bolts 
using the non - linear finite element method of analysis. It is was found that the 
strain energy stored in the grouted rockbolts produced the difference between the 
ground response curves with and without the grouted rockbolt supports. As the 
difference between the ground response curves provides the support reaction line, 
the theoretical bases have been estabilished for the simple calculation, which is 
easily performed by a personal computer. As a result of these calculations, it was 
found that the grouted rockbolt supports have remarkable effects on the restraints 
of the radial wall displacement.
5 .4  FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF 
SELFDRILLING ROCKBOLT
A finite element program has been employed to analyze the stress distribution 
associated with the selfdrilling rockbolt along the tube bolt, and the displacement 
o f three materials, i.e. steel tube, the grout, and rock mass under the load. The 
model adopted of the selfdrilling rockbolt is a two - dimensional plane element that 
utilizes the central line of the cross section of the bolt as the axis of symmetry. 
(F ig.5.1). The element properties are incorporated into a finite element 
formulation which is implemented by computer program, STRAND 5. The finite 
elem ent layout is composed o f three noded triangles and four noded 
quadrilaterals.The basic mesh o f the finite element model is shown in Fig.5.2. 
Figure.5.3 shows the finite element structure of the selfdrilling rockbolt
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The analysis presented herein is modelled upon field pull-out tests. The steel tube 
bolt was grouted into rock, and then pullout tests have been carried out under a 10 
tonne proof load (Fig.5.2).
Rock EMi&TOia
Grout / / / / / / /V. \ \ \
Bolt V77777A
Fig. 5.1 Finite Element Model
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Red — steel tubular bolt 
Blue — grout 
Green -  rock and core
Fig.5.3 (a) Finite Element Structure
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Fig.5.3 (b) Finite Element Structure
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5 .5  INTRODUCTION OF COMPUTER 
PROGRAM -  STRAND 5
The STRAND 5 package is designed to run on most modem personal computers 
with a hard disk and a math co - processor; the full capacity of the hard disk 
storage needs to be available to the user. The program can be tailored to specific 
requirements o f the user, including those special to the machines through a 
database which expands to the full capacity of the hard disk storage available to 
the user, including special purpose mesh generation, if the user repetitively 
analyzes the same or similar structures.
Since their birth in the early 1960's Finite Element Methods for structural analysis 
have developed rapidly to become the most significant recent advance in 
continuum mechanics.
STRAND 5 is a suite of finite element programs. It includes pre - processors 
(graphics oriented input programs), the main assembler and solver, and graphics 
oriented post - processors for interpreting the results.
The basic philosophy behind the software has been to develop a reliable suite of 
programs incorporating the latest developments in the finite element technology 
with the following features:
1. inexpensive to implement;
2. easily adapted to special user requirements;
3. extensive use of graphics to check input data, and display response of the
structure and stress contouring;
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4 . file  handing and archiving that is transparent to the user but almost 
indestructible and dynamically structured to respond easily to changes in the 
design;
5 . interactive operating mode;
6 . quick to learn;
7 . data structure which can be converted to or converted from other CAD of FE 
program.
Applications include linear elastic structural analysis in mechanical and structural 
engineering including frame, plate, shell and solid structures such as road and rail 
vehicles, turbomachinery, pressure vessels, and static civil engineering structures 
and structural components. Also available are dynamics analysis including natural 
frequencies and response to periodic loads, buckling of frame and shell structures 
and potential flow including heat transfer.
No limitation is imposed on the size of the structural model by the programs 
except for a maximum semi - bandwidth in the stiffness matrix of 4000. Limits are 
imposed by the user's hardware - both by the available memory and the real time 
taken to solve the problem. On modern microcomputers such as the IBM AT with 
a 40 megabyte hard disk and the 80287 mathematics co - processor problems with 
up to 4000 elements and the order o f 6000 degrees o f freedom become 
"overnight" solutions. STRAND5 is implemented on a range of computers (Care, 
1989).
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5.6 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
The finite element layout for the selfdrilling rockbolt has been shown in Fig.5.3 
a and b. The overall mesh consists of 4925 nodal points and 2688 triangular and 
quadrilateral elements. A half of the layout, along the central line of the model, 
was used in the analysis. The analysis employed in this thesis is a two 
dimensional finite element analysis which assumes linear elastic deformation of all 
material o f the structure, that is, rock mass, steel tube, and grout.
The distribution o f bond stress along the bolt is shown in the fill contour 
(Fig.5.4). The red colour represents the maximum of stress in the mid plane of 
model and indicates that the largest stress is at the free end of the bolt, where the 
pullout load is applied. The results calculated by the finite element method 
program are the same as the results of the laboratory test and field tests, that is, the 
breaking position is always near the end of the bolt. The results o f the calculation 
indicate that the bond stresses on the bolt decrease with increasing of distance 
from the free end of the bolt. This situation can be shown on Fig.5.5.
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D istance (Y  axial) from  Lowest End o f Bolt (mm)
Fig.5.5 Relation Curve of Stresses and Distance
Regions of positive stresses are present, the contours of stress in the mid plane are 
shown in Fig.5.6 with labels at max X position and Fig.5.7 with labels at max Y 
position, which indicate compression. Highly stressed areas are located towards 
the end of bolt, where the load is applied.The high stress is distributed in the the 
tube bolt and grout, and little stress is expanded into the rock mass and rock core 
near the load; the value of the stress is very low. Fig.5.8 shows the regions of 
stress distribution.
Figure 5.9 show that the displacement of the bolt, grout, as well as the rock mass 
under the load. It indicates that when the largest displacement of the bolt was
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received, the displacement of the meshes take place mainly near the end of the 
bolt, even though there is displacement o f different degrees in every mesh in the 
horizontal direction o f the finite element structure. In the vertical direction, the 
displacement of meshes reduces with the distance increasing from the lowest end 
of the bolt.
Fig.5.10 shows that the relationship between the displacement of nodes from the 
end of the bolt at the different depths ( y, vertical distance from lowerst end of the 
bolt). At the lowest point (y = 0), the displacement of the node increases, with the 
node close to the bolt, and the displacement of nodes decreases with increasing 
y values.
From the calculation results, the distribution of shear stress along the length of the 
bolt (Fig.5.11) can be seen. It is indicated that, when the load was applied of the 
lowest end of the bolt, the shear stress reduces with the distance from the end of 
the bolt.
5.7 CONCLUSIONS
The two dimensional finite element analysis has been presented in this chapter to 
simulate the behaviour of the selfdrilling rockbolt in the elastic range, and to 
analyze the performance characteristic of selfdrilling rockbolt.
The typical results o f the finite element calculation, include: static node 
displacement; structure analysis results — plane stresses; line contours with labels 
at max X and Y position; fill contour display; banded contour display; and
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displacement display, have been presented. These displays clearly show the 
displacement and stress distribution characteristics of the selfdrilling rockbolt 
under load, and they can be summarized as follows:
1. When a steel tubular bolt, embeded in a rock mass, is loaded in tension at the 
low end of the bolt, distrotion occurs of meshes at the free surface and near the 
end of bolt, and progresses inward with consequent further displacement of the 
bolt.
2. When a steel tubular bolt, embeded in a hard rock mass, is loaded in tension at 
the low end of bolt, the region of change and distribution of stress are mainly 
within the bolt and grout.
3. Highly stressed areas are located towards the end of bolt, where the load was 
applied, and the free surface.The stresses decrease gradually with increasing 
depth o f the bolt.
4. It can be seen in the finite element structure, the displacement of bolt, grout, 
and rock mass will take place to different degrees, when load is applied to the 
lowest end o f the bolt. But the largest displacement of the finite element 
structure is concentrated at the lowest end of bolt, and the displacement 
decreases gradually with progress inward.
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Fig.5.9 Displacement of Mesh
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Fig.5.10 Relation Curve of Displacement and Distance
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Fig.4.11 Stress Distribution Along the Length of the Bolt






The two parts o f this work, that is, the laboratory tests and the finite element 
method calculation, have been performed so as to study the behaviour of the 
selfdrilling rockbolt.
In part one, in order to compare the performance characteristics of the selfdrilling 
rockbolt and resin anchorage bolt under the same conditions, the tests of both 
bolts have been carried out in the laboratory. The tests include:
1. comparison tests of bearing capacity of the selfdrilling rockbolt and the resin 
anchorage bolt;
2. comparison tests o f installation effectiveness of the selfdrilling rock bolt and the 
resin anchorage bolt;
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3. pull - out tests o f the rockbolt with different types o f grout;
4. pull - out tests o f the rockbolt at different times.
In part two, a computer model was set up (F ig .5 .), and a two dimensional plane 
stress element has been used, so as to analyze the linear displacement and stress 
distribution o f the interaction o f the tubular rock bolt, the rock mass, the rock core 
and the grout.
6.2 CONCLUSIONS ~ TEST RESULTS
In the laboratory, four types o f tests were carried out: pull - out tests o f the 
selfdrilling rockbolt and the resin anchorage bolt; effectiveness o f installation o f  
the selfdrilling rockbolt bolt and the resin anchorage bolt; bearing capacity tests at 
different times; and bearing capacity tests of different types of grout.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
I. When the selfdrilling rockbolt is installed in a hard rock mass, the initial stage 
anchorage characteristic o f the selfdrilling rockbolt is the as same as the 
mechanical rockbolt, e.g. expansion shell anchor bolt etc., that is, it supports 
the rock mass immediately after installation. At a later stage, the anchorage 
capacity will increase gradually and become more reliable, with the strength of 
the grout increasing.
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II According to the pull - out tests results of the selfdrilling rockbolt, the largest 
bearing capacity of the bolt that can be achieved is l4  -1 6  tonnes, and when the 
peak value o f pull - out force is received, the largest displacement of the bolt is
42.5 mm. The selfdrilling rockbolt has a high load carrying capacity and a 
smaller displacement under load, The research indicates that the selfdrilling 
rockbolt satisfies the requirements of technology and safety in underground 
construction.
III. According to the results of the installation efficiency tests, and the comparison 
of the test results between the selfdrilling rockbolt and resin anchorage bolt, 
the installation of the selfdrilling bolt is convenient and rapid.
IV. Pettibone (1987) reported in his investigation paper of resin - grouted roof 
bolts. That the most common bolt installation problem was that holes were 
drilled holes deeper than required for the length of the bolt used. There are, 
therefore, two disadvantages in the installation of the resin anchorage 
rockbolts: (1) the deeper hole cannot be filled up fully when a cartridge is 
used, so anchorage of good quality cannot be achieved; (2) not only does this 
mismatch of bolt and hole make it inconvenient for bolt installation, but it 
also prolongs the time of construction. The installation method of the 
selfdrilling rockbolt avoids the installation problems of the common rockbolt, 
and improves the installation quality.
V. According to the simulation tests at different time intervals with the different 
types of grout, when the appropriate ratio of cement and water (w/c) is used, a 
satisfactory anchorage force for the selfdrilling rockbolt can be achieved in the 
initial stages (around 4 hours).
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6 .3  CONCLUSIONS -  COMPUTER 
ANALYSES
In order to investigate further the behaviour of the selfdrilling rockbolt, a 
computer model o f the selfdrilling bolt was set up, and the finite element method 
was used. From the calculation, the 4925 node displacement data, and 2688 plate 
stresses under the load were obtained. The conclusions obtained are as follows:
VI. According to the calculated results -- Fig.5.4, fill contour, and data analysis 
results — Fig.5.5, it can be seen that a high stress region exists near the 
end o f the bolt, where the load is applied, and the value of the stresses in the 
bolt w ill be reduced with increasing the distance from the end. An 
additional length of bolt cannot increase the maximum support capacity of a 
rockbolt for the surrounding rock mass in a tunnel.
Sun (1983) studied a behaviour o f the grouted rockbolt used in the soft 
surrounding rock mass. The research invoved the variation of strains of the bolt 
with increasing distance from tunnel wall in different surrounding rock masses, 
i.e. in cracked diorite, clayey sandstone, and cracked rock. The results indicate 
that the largest strain of the bolt takes place near the surface of the tunnel wall.
According to the above results, it is thought that conclusion VI is also suitable in 
poor ground conditions.
VII. According to the results in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7 the contour of stress with 
labels at max X position and max Y position, the distribution of stress in the 
computer model is mainly concentrated within the grout and the rockbolt.
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Increasing the strength o f the grout and the bolt will be conducive to 
increasing the bearing capacity of the rockbolt, when the rockbolt is installed 
in medium hard or hard rock masses.
6 .4  ADVANTAGE OF SELFDRILLING 
ROCKBOLT
There are a number o f areas where the selfdriling ground support rockbolt is 
different and superior to the existing rock bolting systems. As the rockbolt is self­
drilling, it avoids the necessity of retracting the drill steel at the completion of 
drilling and so saves a considerable amount of time over the whole process.The 
updated sequence of events is then:
a. Set up of drilling mechines;
b. Drilling hole to required depth (with extensions beyond tunnel height if  
required). Towards the end of the drilling cycle pump in grout and complete 
compactive fixing.
c. Tighten bolt.
d. Move over drilling machine.
The sides o f the selfdrilling ground support rockbolt are threaded, both internally 
and externally along its full length. This threading gives it an advantage in that the
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roughness o f the bolt along its length increases the bond strength between the 
bolt, grout and rock.
The drilling tip configuration of the bolt can be developed to best suit the 
conditions encountered. Different rock and ground conditions require different 
configurations of the cutting tips to give optimal drilling rates. Further, it may 
prove most advantageous to drill completely the hole, rather than just using the 
bolt as a trepanning bit.
The self cutting action of the pipe in the hole will allow for a greater range of pipe 
sizes to be used in the manufacture of the self drilling ground support bolt, so 
providing much greater physical strength than any of the existing systems.
The overall advantage of the system is in the reduction of the number of 
operations required to install the bolt. This reduction provides a time saving and a 
safety advantage in leaving the roof of the tunnel unsupported for the minimum 
possible time.
6.5  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH
The selfdrilling rockbolt is a new method of anchorage; the tests of underground 
usage have just started.
In this thesis, a finite element model was set up, so as to simulate the 
behaviour o f the selfdrilling rockbolt when the load was applied at the end of
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bolt in the medium hard rock mass. But, for the grouted rockbolt, the load is 
applied not only at the end o f bolt, but also along the bolt. So, the different 
method o f loading should be investigated using the finite element method in the 
different surroung rock mass. .
A concrete block was used in the laboratory, so as to simulate the rock mass, 
but, in som e locations, the rock mass may be weaker underground. 
Consequently, selfdrilling rockbolt tests should be carried out in the weak 
surrounding rock mass, so as to observe the anchorage effect of the selfdrilling 
rockbolt.
The bearing capacity of a rockbolt depends on the strength of the grout which is 
affected by the ratio o f cement and water (w/c). It is suggested therefore, that the 
setting and gelling time of the grout should be investigated before using, so as to 
get a good anchorage result.





















A P P E N D I X  
L ist  o f  S y m b o ls
element equilibrium array
element compatibility array
element, internal, local displacements
element, internal, local forces
system stiffness array in global coordinate system
system, external nodal forces in local coordinate system
system, external nodal forces in global coordinate system
system stiffness ratio
system, external nodal displacements in local coordinate system 
system, external nodal displacements in global coordinate system 
coordinate tranformation array
shear rigidity of rock
coefficient which changes with dependence on initial stress, shear
strength of rock, etc.
shear modulus
radius of plastic zone
internal friction angle of rock mass
cohesion coefficient
length of bolt
radius of tunnel without support 
diameter of bolt
maximum tensile stress on the bolt 
maximum shear stress on the bolt
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